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On a Law of Combination of Operators. (Second Paper.*) By

J. E. CAMPBELL. Read and Received November 11th, 1897.

1. If as and y are operators which obey the ordinary laws of algebra,
we know that v x _ ev+*

I propose to investigate the corresponding theorem when the opera-
tors obey the distributive and associative laws, but not the commu-
tative.

Let yx denote the operator yx—xy,

Let (p, q) denote yPyq—yqyPy

(p, 2. »•) » (p, 2) Vr-yr (P, g),

and let (pf q, r, s), &c, have similar meanings.

The theorem to be proved is this :—If au a3, a8, ... is the series of
numerical constantsf discussed in a former paper (Proceedings,

* At the suggestion of the referees, and by permission of the Council, the title of
this paper has been changed.

t These constants are closely associated with Bernouilli'a numbers ; in fact

(Lie, Tramfonnatiomgruppen, m., § 144). ThiB may easily be verified independ-
ently thus:—

Differentiate with respect to t; then

l)-i'

-±A-*M + ...V.
t 2 2! 4! It 2 2! 4!

Equating coefficients of t2" on each side, we see that

•g»»-' + ̂ 3 Ja»-8 . \
(2n)! 4! (2«-2)! V1

2!

from which it can easily be seen that
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Yol. XXVIII., p. 381), and bpg... 6Mr... bpqr,... are other series of
numerical constants, derived by certain laws from the first series,
then e V _ ^

where

w = xt2/+a1y1 + a8y,+... +2&M (p, q) +2&Mr (p, 3, r) +...,

the summation being taken in each case for all positive integral
values of p, 3, r, ... (zero included).

Having established this result, it will be shown that xu xt, ... xn

being any n operators, not commutative with respect to one another,
and X], Aj, ... A,, and ft], /J3, ... ^n two sets of arbitrary constants,

p, 3, r) + ...

where (jp, 3) is now taken to mean ajp8fl—xqxp,

(P, 2 , 0 » » (

with similar meanings for the other symbols, and the summation is
now made by giving to p, q, r, ... all values from 1 to n inclusive.

The /8's are now, however, no longer mere numerical constants, but
functions of the parameters Xx...Xn and fix... /ifl.

It will be seen that the number of indices in a /3 function expresses
its degree in X, /1; thus /3par is a function of the third degree in
\...K, Aii... Hn-

In proving these theorems it will be seen that the following more
general theorem is also true :—

If wx = alx1 + ...+anxn + aPt (p, q) + ... + aMr(p, q, r) + ...,

t«j = b1xl+... + bnxn-\-bpq (p, q) + ...+bpqr (p, q, r )+ . . . ,

then ett>. ew« = «"•,

where w8 = c^^- . . . +cnxn + cpq (p, q) +... + c w (y, 3, r) + . . . .

Here the a'a and the b's are any constants whatever, and the c's are
other constants depending on them.

2. The identity

(A) x"y = yxn—nylx
n !
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obviously holds when n = 1. Assume that it also holds for all
values up to n; then

therefore x"+1y = yx"+1 —

so that the identity holds universally, since it holds when n = 1.

If [y<

we see that

-1 =
2!( r - l ) ! ' 3!(r-2)! " ' +

for the identity holds when r = 1; and, assuming that it holds for all
values of r up to n—1, then

n! T n!

but = yx»-ny.x'"' + n ^n~

so that, by adding similar terms in the two series, we get

!n! 2! (n-1)! + ' " + (n + 1)! j '

that is, the identity also holds when r — n.

3. y! denotes yx—xy, which might be written (ya), so y, denoting
(y»)x—x(ya;) may be written (yxx). Similarly (yxz) is taken to
denote (yx) z—z (yx), and so on. From the definition of the symbol,
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by expansion we also obtain immediately

(xyz) + (yzx) + (zxy) — 0.*

The above identity may also be written

(yxz) = (yzx)-{y(zx)},

where [y (zx)] means y (zx) — (zx) y, or

(yxz) = (yzx)-fa),

*, denoting zx—xz; that is, from the ordinary identity

yxz = yzx—yzu

we deduce the symbolical one

(yxz) = (yzx)-(yzl).

It follows in the same way that

(yxzt) = (yzrx)- (yz%),

and (yxzr.i) = (yzr.xx) — (yzr),

where zr = jsr_io;--a;«r_1.

Now, by exactly the same reasoning as from the formulas

xy = yx—yv xyx = yxx-y%, tn/,_, = y^x—y,,

we deduced that

so from the above symbolical formulae we deduce that

(B') (yzxlry) + (yxzrfr-l)) + . . . + (yJr)z)

where (yzx(r)) is a symbol used to denote (yzx ... to r terms).

4. Now

{y(u+v)} = (yu) + (yv),

{y (w + *>)(2)} = {y (u+v)} X (u+v)-(u+v) x {y («+v)}

* This may easily be deduced as a particular case of the Jaoobian identity, and
to many of the theorems whioh follow we have corresponding ones, which are
deduced from the Jaoobian identity by the same method as the theorems given are
deduced from the above formula.

VOL. XXIX.—NO. 613. C
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and similarly we see that

For the purpose of this paper it will be found necessary to find the
coefficient of /x in [y (»+/is)(r) }, where

z = y+alyl + atyi+... to infinity;

and we see by considering the above that it is

(yx{r-l)z) + (yx^zx) + (yx^zx™) +...,

which may also be written

by (B%

5. Our object being to express this result in terms of y, yv ... only,
we must simplify such an expression as (yzPx{r)), or (yzp)r— (zpy)n

where (uv)r is a symbol used to denote the result of writing uv for y
in yr.

It will first be proved that

(C) (wv)r = Mru+r«f..1tJ1+ -^-——«r_2v,+ ... +uvr.*

This theorem is analogous to Leibnitz's, and is proved by the same
method, thus

(u v), = uvx—zuv = uxv + uvx—xuv

Assuming then that the theorem holds for all values of r up to n, it
will be proved that it also holds for values up to n + 1 . Since

* For the theorem which bears the same relation to the Jacobian identity which
this does to the identity (xyt) + (yzx) + (zxy) = 0,
tee Lie, u . ,p . 280.
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therefore

P-O p! (w—2?)! p+ "~p p . o p ! ( n - | j ) ! p "~p*1

P"O ^ ! ( n + l - - p ) ! p*"l+1-"'

that is, the theorem holds for values of r up to n + 1, and therefore
generally.

6. Using now this result, let us collect all the terms in the series

which end in zv We get, by aid of (0),

r!<7,.g-,.*c( 1 1 , , ( - 1 ? )
( r -2 -1 ) ! ( 1 ! 3! 2! (g-1)! (g + 1)! 0!)

_ r! yr-a-\ZQ

thus the terms in the series which end in z, s,, ... or jsr_i are giyen by

,7o

(understanding by z0 merely z).

Collecting all the terms in the series ending with yfl we get

-ru_.iy.f i i . , c-ir-'-1)
q\ lll(r-q-l)\ 2! ( r - 2 -2 ) ! (r-g)! 0! J

so that the terms in the series which end in y, y,, ... or yrmi are

given by JJ-rl^y^

,.o g!(r—g)!'

which may be written (as we see by writing r—q— 1 for g)

c2
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Thus the total series required may be written in the simpler form

T r ! '•• -
9-0

7. Now z = y-\-aly1 + aiyi+... to infinity ;

therefore zg = yg + Oj yg+1 + a2 yg+2 +. . . to infinity;

therefore (yr.g-\zg) — y r . q . \ (yq + a>iyQ+i + <hyq+2+ ••• te infini ty)

7+1 + ^22/5+8+••• to infinity) yr-q-i.

We thus see that, (m, w) denoting ymyn—ynym the series may be
written

1"' (g+m^g-mK1-'-1' «>+•>('-«-!.«+*>
+ aa ( r—g-1 , g + 2) + . . . to infinity},

or in the simpler form

T ."i
f i lar —1 fi'OO n>|

( D ) Or S S am + n-r + 1 , , Tf(^^)5

in-0 n-r-l-m m! («—w) !

if we define a0 as unity.

8. We have thus found the coefficient of ft in the result obtained
by substituting for x, x+pz in any term yr. It will be necessary to
find the corresponding coefficient obtained by making the same sub-
stitution in any terms such as (p, g) or (p, q, r) .... To find this
consider a particular term (jp, g, r, s), though the reasoning is
general.

First, it is clear that the coefficient will be the sum of the co-
efficients obtained by substituting for each element y, of the term
the series m-r-i n.« r i

2 2 ttm + n-r+l—j-7— N ( ^ J »)•
m-o n-r-i-m ml (r—m)

Take a particular term of this series (m, n) ; then it contributes

where the part (m, n) is to be taken as one symbol in expanding the
complex symbol [p, q (m, n) s].
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Now we have seen that

(g, w, n) — (g, n, m) = {q (m, n) } ;

and it is easily seen to follow that

{p, q (m, n) s] = (p, g, m, w, «) — (p, g, n, m, «),

so that the coefficient derived from (p, g, r, s) will consist of five-
lettered symbols.

9. We now know how to obtain the coefficients derived from

and must next obtain the coefficient derived from z, which might be
called the first derived coefficient of z; from this we similarly derive
a coefficient which might be called the second derived coefficient of z,
and so on.

10. z = y+alyl + asyi+... to infinity,

so that the coefficient derived from it will be

where p and q may have any positive or zero integral values, and

2 ttrap+8+1.r ———•——.
r-p+l r p\ ( r—p) \

bpa denotes

11. What will now be the coefficient which is similarly derived
f r o m 2&MQ>,9)P

From what we have seen it will be of the form

where the summation is taken for all positive and zero integral
values of p, q, r. Similarly the coefficient derived from this will be
of the form «7 * \

2oTCr|(p, q, r, s),
where the summation is taken for all positive and zero integral
values of p, q, r, s; and so generally. We have, however, to show
how to calculate the numerical constants 6^r, 6TCrM . . . .
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12. We saw that the term (p, q, r, s, t) was made up by contribu-
tions from the terms (as, r, s, t), (p, x, s, t), (p, q, x, t), and (p, g, r, as).

Take (x, r, s, t) : the term (p> g, r, s, t) was derived from this by

replacing x in &„,« (a, r, s, i), and by

replacing x in 6CTlt (x, r, s, <).

The first of these, then, contributes to the coefficient 6pjf,( the series

and the second contributes

5 ttp+g_I+j —— — Ognt;
x . 9 + i ' " gr! (as—g)! .

or, if we take a;00 as usual to denote x(x—1) ... (aj—p+1), and re-
member that x^ is zero if x<p, the two together contribute to
bpqrt the series

q\
Similarly, by considering the series which the other terms contribute,
we see that

pqnt~ r.o \p~\~~ql) p+9*1-' '"t+ xto \ql ~ ^\ ) a>9+r+1-'pxtt

*-r+.+i,xw jwv —+'+ 1/ajW a5(t)\ ,

x-o \ r ! si I x«o \ s ! til

The coefficient of any symbol of n+1 letters is deduced by a similar
rule from the coefficients of the symbols of n letters, obtained by
crossing out two successive letters in the given symbol of (n + 1)
letters.

13. We now proceed to obtain the theorem eve" = ew. In the paper
previously referred to (Proceedings, Vol. XXVIII., p. 381) it was proved
that, if /u is a constant, (1+fxy) e" is equal to ex+l" + terms involving
powers of fi of the second and higher orders.
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"We might express this in the form of the equation

where R is some operator formed by combinations of x and y.

Let the result of substituting x+pz for x in z, when z is expressed
explicitly in terms of x and y, be called P , ; and let P , be obtained
from Px by expressing P, explicitly in terms of x and y, and sub-
stituting x+fiz for a; in it, and let P , be similarly obtained from P,,
P4 from P8, and so on.

Defining a>, as a?+/*s, x3 as a^+fiP^ #„ as a»B-i+/*•?•»-u w e 8 e e that
the result of substituting x+pz for a? in â  (when explicitly ex-
pressed in terms of x and y) is z3; and generally that the result of
substituting x+pz for x in xn_i (when explicitly expressed in terms
of x and y) is xn. We have therefore

where i2j, E,, ... -Rn_, mean the result of substituting for x,
xv ajj, ... xu.i respectively in R.

Multiplying the first of the above equations by (l+/*y)n~S the
second by (1+A*y)n~9> a-nd so on, and adding, we obtain

Let us now take fin = 1, and let n increase indefinitely, then, as
in ordinary algebra,

The subject on which the operators x, y are to act will be supposed
such that R operating on it gives a finite result, and the like will be
supposed to hold for each of the operators J^, Rv ... . I t will follow
that the effects of (JL + nyY^R, (l+/xy)"-ai2j,... will also be severally
finite, and if A is the greatest effect any one of them can have, then
the greatest effect of

will not exceed —y nA, that is, their effect will ultimately (as n in-

creases) be zero.
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We have thus obtained the equation

eve* = e*«,

where xw denotes the limit to which a*,, tends as n increases in-
definitely.

14. Now xn = f ( j , ) ,

so that to obtain the form of xn as n approaches infinity it will be
necessary to evaluate P,, P2, ... Pn-\-

P, being the result of substituting x+pz for x in z, we have

P, = z+(xzl+fi\ + . . . + Hrzr •{-... to infinity.*

So that we obtain

+ t
We notice that in P, the coefficient of fxr is

that is, the 2's which have the single suffix are counted twice, those
which have the double suffix are counted once.

Expressing P8 similarly, we notice that the coefficient of /ur is

where the summation is taken for all positive integral values (ex-
cluding zeros) of pu p^ pt which make

Pi+Pi+Ps = r.

Let S«plft...Px1 where the summation is taken for all positive
integral values of px,pii ... px which make

Px+Pt+-•
X.r

be written 0.

• The notation zr is here employed for temporary convenience to denote the
coefficient of nr, and has no connexion with the notation zr meaning %r.\X—xzr.\.

t Here z,, is taken to denote the coefficient pi when x + jus is substituted for x in
zp (explicitly expressed in terms of x and y), and the result expanded in powers of p.
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Then it is suggested by the above two particular cases that the
coefficient of. /ur in Pn is

_ / „ 1 \ 2.r M | X.r n.r

2! A! (»—X)!

The summation is for n terms, but if r<n it need not be taken to
more than r terms, for from the definition

r + x.r

G = 0 .

Assuming that this law holds for Pn (we have seen its truth when
n — 1, 2, or 3), we shall prove that it holds also for Pn+t.

15. We can write Pn in the following form:—

n (n—1) . , » . n (n—l)(n—2)^ f («+%) + -^ j± L

Consider now how the separate terms of this series contribute to the
generation of the coefficient of pr in Pn+1. A term such as ft'zPlPt...pm

becomes, in generating Pn+i,

X.m

If, then, we use the symbol 0 to denote the result of changing
*

x.m

every term such as zhPt,.,Pm in 0 into zPiPt...Pm,t we see that to the
coefficient of /ir in Pn+1,

z has contributed zr,
fxnzt „ „

the K*h term „ „ » l S l + ^ = 1 2 ' ' O 1 +...,

the summation going till either the numerical coefficient or
X.«- l

C vanishes; that is, either for n terms or »c— 1 terms, whichever
T-K + X

may be the lesser number.
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The limiting value of K will be r+1, if we understand by
p.q p.q

0 merely 0.
0

Hence the coefficient of pr in Pn+1 is

(1.1 1-2 l . r - l . f « _ T \ /8-a 2.8 2.r-l\

0 + 0+...+ o u ^ - i 2 ( a + o+...+ o )+...
r-1 r-2 1 / 2! \r-2 r-S 1 /

„] /X.X X.X+1 X.r-1\

A! (n —X) \r-X r-X-l 1 /

(the limit of X being » o r r - l , whichever may be the lower integer),

o 2 ! o A! (»—X) o

(the limit of X being n or r, whichever may be the lower integer).
X . r

Now it is at once seen from the definition of the symbol G that

x.r x-l.r-l x-l.r-2 x-l.X-1

0=0 + 0 +...+ 0 ;
1 2 r-x+1

2.r 1.1 1.2 l . r - l

therefore 0 = 0+ 0 +...+ 0 ,
r- l r-2 1

B.r 2.2 2.8 2 .r- l

0 = 0+0 +...+ 0 ,
r-2 r-3 1

X-fl.r X.X X.X+1 X.r -1
0 = 0 + 0 +...+ 0 ;

r-X r-x+1 1

the coefficient of (*r in Pn+1 is therefore

(the limit of X being the smaller of the two, n+1 and r)

2! o! X! (w—X)

(the limit of X being the smaller of the two, n and r)

(the limit of X being the smaller of the two, n + 1 and r) ;

that is, the law holds also for Pn+1, and therefore universally.
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16. "We have thus found the form of Pn. Our object is, however, to
find the form of *„; this may easily be deduced. First, let us find
the coefficient of f*r ( r>0) in P J + P J ^ ... +Pn_i ; this is made up of
contributions

from
2.r

2zr+C,

„ P,, 3^+3O

(the limit of X being the smaller of the two, n—1 and r).

Adding, we see that the coefficient of nr is

» ( » - ! ) , n (> - l ) (n -2) Vf , wl y
2! '•*" 3! '"

(the limit of \ being the smaller of the two, n— 1 and r).

Call this series Pr + i .
Now the term independent of /i in P 1 +P 8 + . . .+P n _ 1 is obviously

(w—l)z', therefore

xn = x+pz+fx (Pl+P3+,..+Pn_l)

8 + . . . to infinity.

17. What, then, does this approach when we take i*n = 1, and let
n increase indefinitely P

The only coefficient in the series firJ)r which does not vanish when
1 . . . . r-l.r-l

ft = — and n is indefinitely increased, is the coefficient of 0 ; for
nn

nl U )

and r—1 > X;

therefore the expression vanishes when w increases indefinitely, unless

r-l.r-lQ
in which case M ' A becomes —r-.

r!
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The limiting value of xn, as n approaches infinity, is therefore

1.1 2 . 2 3 . 3

0 0 0
2! 3! 4!

1.1 2 . 2 #

But the only term in 0 is zv the only term in 0 is zlv the only
r.r

term in 0 is zlt lt... to r suffixes.
Now zl denotes the coefficient of fi in the result of substituting

x+fiz for x in z, and we have seen that it is equal to 2,bpq (pt q).
zni then, denoting the coefficient of fi when for x we write x+fiz in

S6W (j?, q), has been shown to be S6par (p» ?.»")» a n ( i 8 0 o n J B0

we see finally that

and eve"=e'».

It will be noticed that the terms in bM are of the second degree
in the set a^a^a^..., and of weight p+q + 1 in the suffixes of that
set; and we easily see the more general fact that the weight of
every term is constant; e.g., 6wrrt has weight

p + q+r+s+t+4i',

thus the functions are isobaric in the set au a%, a,, ....

Also we see that the number of letters in a symbol (jpqrst) ex-
presses the degree of the symbol in y, and p + q+r+s+t expresses
the degree in x.

18. We have seen how to express evex in the form ew, and have
obtained an expression for w, but for development of the result it
will be foand useful to change the form in which w is expressed.

yp means the same as (yx(p)); it will be advantageous to express
(P> g) also in the form of a sum of terms (yaj(m)... yx{n)), and similarly
to express (p, q, r ) . . . .

We can easily see that

-(y*y«) = (yp+\y9-i)-(ypy<,-\x)i

and, by applying the same transformation a second time, we see that
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Assume, then, ( - l ) r (ypyg)

= (yp+ry9-r) -r (yp+r_, yg.2x) + rV~ (yP+r-2yq-M
%))

We shall prove that the expression on the right is unaltered in value
when for r we write r + 1 ; that is, if the identity holds for the value
r, it also holds for the value r + 1 , and, holding for r = 1, it will then
be seen to hold generally.

Since -(Vpyq) = (yp*iy«-i)

we see that -(ypyqx
M) = (yP+,y, V

therefore — (yP\ryq-r) — (yP+r+iy«-r-i) - (,yP*ryq-r-\X)

I •

Adding, we see that the sum of the members on the left, which we

know, is (-lr'GMfc)

= (yp+r+iyq-r-d-(r+l)(yp+ry<,_r_1x)+ V ^ (yP + r.iy,.r .ia5( a ))-. . . ,

and this proves the theorem required.

19. We can therefore write ( — 1)' (yPyq) in the form

the general term being

where « is any integer < q.

By taking the separate terms of this series we see in the same way
that the general term in (yPyqy,) is
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and the summation is to be taken for all integral values

8 < q and t < r.

Any other term in w may be similarly expressed.

If, now, instead of y we write â , and instead of * write «s, and if
we denote such a term as (xlxf)xfx{^)) by (12W1W2W), we see that

= ew,

where w = xl+x%-\-ftlt(l2)+fim (122)+/3m (121) + ...,

where the /3's are a new set of numerical constants.

20. How are these constants to be determined? By expressing
the old symbols (ypyqyr) in terms of the new; e.g., because

sllt{^q_

writing jJ+g—8 = K

we see that

,-r)\vV

where the summation on the right is to be taken for all possible
(positive integral or zero) values of p, q, and r which make no
factorial (\—p)l, &c, negative.

21. Let Xx, «,, ... xn be n operators which obey the distributive
and associative laws, but not the commutative.

(1, 2) will be used to denote xlxt—x%x11

1 "t d) it »» (,l» ") %* — XS V.-1! 4)i

and so generally. We thus get a series of symbols; X, will be used
to denote any symbol of the first order, i.e., xu xit... or or,,, X3 any
symbol of the form (p, q), and so on.

Suppose that from these symbols Xv Xv ... we were to try and
form others, such as

(XpXq) = XpXq—XqXp;

it will be proved that we get no new symbols, but merely a linear
combination of symbols of the form Xp+,, so that the symbols them-
selves may be said to form a linear group.
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If one of the suffixes p or q in (XpXq) is unity, this is evident, for
Xpxr—xrXp is by definition a symbol of form Xp+\.

Suppose, now, that we have proved that, if one of the suffixes p or
q does not exceed r, (XpXq) can be expressed as a linear combination
of symbols of the form Xp+q; then it will be shown that the same
result holds if one of the suffixes does not exceed r + 1; and the
theorem, having been proved when r = 1, will then hold generally.

By definition Xr+, = Xrx,—x,Xr;

therefore

n = Xn(Xrx.-x,Xr) — (Xrx,—xtXr) Xn

= (XnX,-XrXn) xt-x, (XnX,.-XrXn)

(Xux,-xtXn)—{Xnx,-x,Xn) Xr.

Now, by hypothesis, XnXr— XrXn is expressible in terms of
symbols of the form Xn+r\ therefore

(XnXr—XrXn) x,—x, (XnXr—XrXn)

is expressible as a linear combination of symbols of the form Xn«.r+1.

Again* Xr (Xnx,—x,Xu)—(Xnx,—xtXn) Xr

is of the form XrXn+1—Xn+1Xr; and therefore (since one suffix does
not exceed r) in terms of symbols of the form Xn.r+1; that is,
(XnXr+1) is expressible as a linear combination of symbols of the
form X,,+r+i.

22. There are n independent symbols of the first order; there are

w8 symbols of the second order, but only 1—^z—* of these will be

independent, owing to the identities

The w8 symbols of the third order will be still further reduced by
reason of the additional identity

(P, 2, r) + (g, r, p) + (r, p, q) = 0;

and there are doubtless additional identities for symbols of the fourth
and higher orders. Without entex'ing on the question of the number
of independent symbols of any given order, we shall suppose that a
eystem of independent symbols has been obtained.
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23. If, now, x\ = a ^ + c ^ +. . . + anlxn,

where the set of letters aPiq denote any arbitrary constants, we can
express the symbols X[X'2..., which correspond to XlXi..., as linear
combinations of the latter, the coefficients in the identities being
functions of the set of constants apq.

In particular, if x[ = A, aj, + . . . + \nxn,

we can express any such symbol as (1, 2, 2)' in terms of the complete
set of independent symbols of the third order, and the parameters

A, ...A,,, ft.../*„;

but we have proved that e*1' e*"' = e",

where w = a5,'+^+j319 (12)'+/3189 (122)'+ / 3 m (121)',

and the ^3's are numerical constants whose values we know how to
determine; therefore

,g, r) + ...

where the a's are now functions of the parameters A,... XH, px ... /iH,
and known numerical constants ; thus op>,>r is the numerical constant
/3,j, x. coefficient of the term (p, q, r) which occurs in expressing
(122) ' in terms of symbols of the third order derived from
xx... a5»+/3jjX Xcoefficient similarly obtained from (121) '+. . . .

tipt<lir is clearly of the third degree in Xj.^A,,, pi.../in, and so
generally.

24. The more general theorem which has been enunciated is seen
to be implicitly proved in what has gone before ; for we have proved

where wt = w^w^a^ (M>IU>J) + a» (WJWJM,) +

and we see that every term on the right is of the form

+cnar,, + cM(p, q)+... +cp,I.(p, g, r) +. . . .


